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Happy Command Award

The Happy Command Award is a military award of the Star Army of Yamatai.

History

The Happy Command Award was introduced by YE 29.

Requirements

The requirements to receive this awards are:

Must be a member of the Star Army of Yamatai who has or is eligible for the Command Award and
expertly commanded a starship or other unit during a mission
three or more soldiers recommended the commanding officer for this award (OOC: Must be
player characters)

Issuing Authority

The award is issued by:

Star Army Command

Description

The award has three main colors which are grey, white, and salmon. White is the main color, inhabiting
the body of the ribbon. The grey is on either side in the form of two rectangular bars that fill out either
side. The salmon on the ribbon inhabits the middle and top of the white section and is a triangle with its
point facing downward.

It is worn on the Type 35 Class A formal uniform.

It is considered redundant to wear both this award and the Command Award so wear of the command
award is optional for soldiers who have both.
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Notable Recipients

Hanako for happy command of the YSS Sakura
Teien Eden for happy command of the YSS Kaiyō

Recipients by Star Army Personnel Database

Hanako
Ketsurui Yui

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2017/08/06 13:17 by Ametheliana.
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